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Wearable Computing: It’s Application and
Devices
ARUN KUMAR SINGH, DEEPSHIKHA AGARWAL
Abstract— Wearable computing is the new direction of technology that is fast emerging in the current scenario. It is one of the prime focuses of current technological research. The paper aims to provide an introduction of the wearable computing, its characteristics and components giving information
of products of wearable computing which are currently in use and about the industries which are using wearable computing technology.

Index Terms— Wearable Computing, Sensors, head mounted display.body worn, portable, hands free, RFID tag.
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1 INTRODUCTION
There are various technologies and products available in the
market that efficiently helps the human being in various ways.
It spans from desktops, laptops, electronic calculators and other PDAs. The idea of wearable computing emerges from the
existence of the portable devices, calculators, electronic wrist
watches, headphones etc. The main focus of wearable computing is that these devices can be carried anywhere and they
take active participation in human activities. There are various
commercial filed in this world that require a computer related
work but they want their hands to be free. So wearable computing is trying to solve the problem of all these fields.
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2 DEFINITION OF WEARABLE COMPUTING

Wearable computing is a kind of computing in which the user
wears the computing device on his/her body in the form of
clothing or any other wearable aids. Wearable computers can
be carried to the places where normal computer cannot be
carried out. For e.g. Mining, construction site, war etc. Body
worn computers can be operated and powered by different
activities of human [1].Wearable computing devices are program-based computing aids which can be made functional
,active and can be controlled based on their programs. They
are capable of taking decisions up to some extent.

Fig 1:A smart eye glass that display images and reqired
information [3]

3.2 iGlove [5]
It is a data Glove embedded with RFID (Radio frequency identification) reader which measures the motion of the hand and
displays it in its displaying unit that what item the user is
touching from his hand and fingers. All the items, where these
iGlove are used, are equipped with RFID tags which give the
information about the item to the user on their iGlove display.

3 SOME WEARABLE COMPUTING DEVICES
3.1 Smart Eye Glasses [3]
It is a hands free display system that is wore on eyes just like
glasses. It has lenses that can act as a display unit. Its interface
consists of a touch pad, a camera and a communication device.
Through this you can see data graphs and other information
on the position where ever you are working .Recently Google
has also launched a prototype of its wearable display device
that can be operated with the help of a ring in a finger. [4]
————————————————
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Fig2: iGlove with RFID reader that gives information about
what item the user is touching with his hand [5]

3.3 Ring scanner [9]
The ring scanner is mostly used at warehouses, billing counters of mega stores, packaging stores and courier companies.
The main advantage of ring scanner is that it saves important
time of the workers because it makes both the hands of the
worker free and the user does not have to pick and drop the
bar code scanner again and again. This ring scanner is integrated with a lightweight wrist mounted wearable computer
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4.2 Hands free
Wearable devices are mostly hands free. User can give the input with his speech, with his motion with his gesture to the
computer he is wearing. Even the heat from body and various
kinds of motion of user can act as input to these devices. And
they are programmed to give the desired output to the user
according to these inputs

Fig 3:A Ring scanner with wrist mounted wearable computer
that frees the both hands of the worker while scanning the
products [9]

3.4 Voice enabled wearable computer [10]
A Wearable computer developed by Vocollect that is used at
book stores, ware houses, mega stores etc for picking up different items ordered by the customers. This computing device
reduces paper work, increases workers efficiency of picking
the right product. The order of the customer is transmitted to
the wearable device of the worker. The order is heard by the
worker in his voice based system and picks those items from
the desired shelves.

4.3 Operates in Real Time
This means that a wearable computer is always in active
mode. As it is controllable by the user it may go to sleep mode
but never in switch off mode as compared to portable devices
which switches on only when we want to use them .Wearable
computers always assist the wearer even when the wearer is
not in active mode. In wearable Computing the user can interact with his environment and with his computer at the same
time.
4.4 User Controllable
In wearable computing the device is fully controllable by the
user. User can switch to other works and again picks the control on the wearable device where he was previously working
on. In the mean while the device is working normally from the
condition the user leaves the control from it. This characteristic
make the user multitasking.
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4.5 Supportable To wearer
In wearable computing the user not only use the computer but
also the computer itself plays a very important supportive role
for the user to help in various task like decision making, doing
some task etc.

5. Components of wearable Computing

Fig 4 :voice enabled wearable computer that guides the worker
in picking up the right objects from the right counters and
shelfs[10]

3.5 MsSAM [6]
This is the name of the device that can be used at the crime
scene for the investigation purpose. The Technology in
MsSAM uses RFID tags that are embedded in the bags in
which evidences obtained from the crime scene is kept. This
device is combination of cameras, GPS, Displays and headsets.

The component of wearable computer depends on their field
of utility. Medical wearable use different components, military
wearable use different components but here are some common
components that are included in almost all wearable devices.
• A display System for seeing the output ,generally a
head mounted display or wrist mounted display
•

Battery backup

•

Different kinds of sensors according to their use.

•

A camera

•

Various kind of recognition system depends on use

•

Microphone and ear phone

•

A keyboard that is worn on wrist or any other comfortable part of the body

•

4. Characteristics of Wearable Computers [2]
4.1 Portable
The main advantage of the wearable devices is that they are
very portable and easy to carry out. They can be carried anywhere with the users even at situations like war, while playing, while running etc where normal computer cannot be carried.

Wireless local area network connection

6. Industries Using Wearable Computing

There are many organizations in the world that are frequently
using wearable products for time saving and improving their
performance. Now in today’s scenario wearable computing is
not a hypothetical thing that can be only seen in sci-fi movies.
Now it has taken a real shape and it is frequently used. As the
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wearable computers are now getting used in many areas of
life, many companies are coming forward in making the wearable products like Xybernaut Corporation ,Honeywell, Apple,
ViA, Inc. ,Vocollect ,Body Media, fitsense and many more.
The product of all these companies are used by many industries as described below:

6.1 Army
The DARPA project of US army was started in the year 1992
which aims to build wearable that can be carried out to the
battle field. [7] The Land warrior project [8] was launched by
the US army in 1994. The aim of the project is to enhance the
effectiveness of the infantry soldiers. The systems used are
equipped with a helmet with WLAN antenna and a head
mounted display, a computer that reduces the burden of carrying lots of important documents by the soldiers, a soldiers
control system and several other features.
With the help of wearable computing we can improve the
performance of the soldiers in the battle field and their tactical
awareness.

Fig 6: Body Media armband [11]
Sr.No.

Product

Manufacturer

1

IntelliVue MX40

Philips Electronics

2

BlueLibris

Numera

3

BioHarness BT

Zephyr Technology's
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Fig 5: Displaying the different components of the land warrior
project [8]

6.2 Medical [11]
The industry that uses wearable computing on large scale is
medical and health industry. Companies like Body Media is
working on healthcare wearable .They make world-class medical wearable that helps during the interrogation of the patient
at various stages of their diagnosis. These wearable products
are integrated with various sensors depending upon their uses
such as accelerometer, heat flux sensor, Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) sensor, near-body temperature sensor are the
few sensors those are used in these wearable products. The
advantage of wearable aids for medicals is that the patient
does not have to lie on bed all the time during the diagnosis,
but he can do his normal work and it varies from disease to
disease. These products monitor the calories burnt and consumed quality and quantity of sleep, mental state of the patient.

4

Body Motion Patch

5

Zoll Life Vest

6

Basis B1

Body
Media
and
Avery Dennison Medical Solutions
Zollmedical Corporation
Basis

7

Fuel Band

Nike

8

Fit bit Ultra

fit bit

9

Body Media Link Body media
Armband
Table 1: Some medical wearable devices and their manufacturers [12]
Wearable computing will not only help in the patient
monitoring but also the doctors and lab assistants to diagnose
the patient,this way it plays a very important role in the
healthcare indusry

6.3 Sports [13]
Sports industry is one of the emerging industry in the world
.It also uses wearables at a very large scale for monitoring different activities of the players. With the help of wearable computing the trainer gets the feedback and patterns of the different best players and tries to use these feedbacks and patterns
to improve the performance of other players. Different kind of
sensors are used for different kind of monitoring that varies
from sports to sports and these sensors are embedded in the
clothing that players wear at the time of the play. These sensors are also used to monitor the health conditions like their
heart beats, their fear factor, body temperature in some adventure sports like mountain climbing, parceling, bungee jumping
etc. In addition to it wearable computers are also used to improve the judgment of the umpires and referees at different
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sports. Games like taekwondo, boxing, karate are so fast that it
is very hard by the referees to give the accurate scoring. A
wearable computing system named TrueScoreTM SensorHogu
[14] is used to overcome the problem of scoring.
Wearable coputing enhances the level of soprts by increasing
the accuracy in the results along with improving the
performance of the players .
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Wearable computing will reduce the load of carrying
mobile phones; calculators, laptops .It will reduce the man
power as well as time consumption and save the cost of working. In this paper I describe almost all the industries which are
currently using the wearable computing products. A number
of researches are going on to make the human life more comfortable by the use of wearable computing. It is futuristic vision of technology that will change the way of performing
different tasks in daily life and will involve the computing
devices in the human life as easily as a wearable clothe.
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